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rvevv Omce to coordinate
MIT public service effort

By Prabhat Mehta
By Thanksgiving, a new office
will be opened which will coordinate public service efforts for the
MIT community, according to
Virginia M. Sorenson, future director of the office and current
member of the Public Service
Discussion Group.
The PSDG was formed last
February by Dean of Student Affairs Shirley M. McBay to identify ways that the MIT community
could become involved in public
service affairs.
"We don't even have a name
[for the office] yet," said Sorenson, who has been involved with
the public service initiative since
last February. Currently, the
group is still taking an inventory
of interesti and ninvolvement in
ofmunitere
ey banMiIveT stucommunity service- yMTSu
dents, staff and faculty, she
added.
The proposed budget for the
office, which has not yet been
given a location, is $65,000. Sorenson believes that the budget is
a "modest" yet workable one.
A set of basic principles outlining goals for the office has been
drafted by the PSDG, which includes approximately 20 students
representing various organiza-

end of this academic year.
Sorenson -acknowledged that
increased participation in cornmmunity service projects will not
come about merely by encouraging students to increase the number of their commitments. The
PSDG plans to use the office as a
resource and publicity center to
facilitate the student's search for
an interesting service activity and
to make those activities "more
appealing."
Sorenson, along with a predominately student advisory
board, and part-time staff members will offer information about
on and off-campus service efforts
run by both MIT groups and outside organizations seeking
volunteers.
Results from a survey distributed last year and opinion from individual studetincaeht
dividual
stud
ents indicate that
students often do not participate
in service activities because they
lack the time to look into the
wide
array
of
service
organizations.
Presently, many of these
groups operate independently
and a student must approach
them individually to find an interesting project. Sorenson hopes
that the new office will make it

tions and living groups.

easier for students to getn

The PSDG will "do everything
involved.
lBy
possible to honor and preserve
The PSDG s also wllg to althe students' sense of their own locate substantial funds into pubinitiative and 'pride of owner- licity aimed at enlightening stuship' in their service programs."
dents to
the
numerous
But the group does intexrd ' t j,--e' p portite-a
avai- t able.- at-, MIThave "evidence of an increased
for public service. Other plans to
level of student activity" by the increase student interest include
(Please turn to page 2)

Provost calls for new R/I
By Rajesh Raghavan
The Provost's office is forming
a new committee to examine
ways of optimizing the Residence/Orientation Week experience. This committee will be different from prior committees
since it is expected to pose concrete recommendations to the
Provost's office by May 1989, according to Associate Provost S.
Jay Keyser. .
The charge for this committee
states that it is being formed
"with a strong need for really
careful, dispassionate view [of R/
0]." The committee will look at
R/O in a very broad way and see
what impact it has on the quality
of life and character of the MIT
community, Keyser said.
Concerns over the benefit of
R/O week originally arose a few
years ago, Keyser said. Partially
as a result of his own interest, he
established an ad hoc committee
to investigate how R/O week is
run at MIT.
In 1986, this committee
evolved into the Allen committee,
whose main purpose was to conduct fact-finding mission, Keyser
said. One of the main findings
was that orientation has become
a much less significant component in R/O, Thomas J. Allen
SM '66, chairman of the committee, said in an interview last
spring.
The committee also determined
that the residence selection aspect
has come to dominate the week
-"finding
a bed to sleep in is
now the priority," Allen said last
spring.
The socializing effects of living
groups was also investigated by
the Allen committee, Keyser said.
One finding indicated that men
and women come to MIT for
sometimes very different reasons.
"What was found is that men

tended to come to MIT for its
reputation, while women liked
MIT for the people they met
here," Keyser said. Thus activities like Campus Preview, and
how living groups get involved in
the weekend, has a significant
impact on incoming students,
Keyser explained.
Difficulties arose in the Allen
committee due to its large size
and the many living group allegiances that formed. Thus the
mission of this new committee
will be to take a very "dispassionate" view of R/O, Keyser
stressed.
Furthermore, the Provost's
committee will not limit itself to
the issue of housing, Keyser said.
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classes to include labs

Fre

Miguel C*ntillo
For the first time, students in
Principles of Chemical Scien
(5.11) will conduct a series of exKeerients to full class require
ments.--Also,- betweext50 and I0
students may be able -to registe-r
for a version of Physics II (8.02:)

comi tee
Rather it will work on recommendations from the Kennedy
committee, which is currently examining the future of independent living groups as a result of
the changing demographics at
MIT, he added.
According to Undergraduate
Association President Jonathan
Katz '90, the UA is thinking of
establishing its own committee.
The UA will primarily look at the
issue of housing, but in a broad
manner, Katz said.
"No one before was looking at
the whole thing [R/O]," Katz explained. "Rather they were just
looking at little parts. MIT cannot make changes without making changes to the whole system."

in the spring that will include experimental work performed with
kits outside of class, according to
Professor Emeritus Phillip
Morrison, i
The' Science and :Engineering
Working- Group and- the Committee on the Undergraduate Program have endorsed introducing
such laboratory work into the
freshman core curriculum, said

Tech file photo

Professor Robert Silbey

FMLN member discusses fate of El Salvador
By Darrel Tarasewicz
With the massive victory of El
Salvador's nationalist republican
party ARENA in last March's
elections, the United States will
have to reassert and reexamine its
role in that Central American
country, Mercedes Salgado said
yesterday. Salgado, an official US
Ueliegate mn the
Lx;
L 1 1'
U
F
~a Lutis
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rebel group within El Salvador spoke to about 35 people at 54100 last night.
ARENA was the political party
responsible for much of the oppression and death squad activity
that occurred in 1979-80, Salgado
claimed. The party is made up of
mostly upper-middle class individuals who follow a conservative, right wing ideology, she
said.
"Many people in the US were
confused by the results," Salgado
said. Many Americans could not
understand why the Salvadoran
people would bring back to power a party that was responsible

for so much strife eight years
ago, she continued.
But El Slavador's current leader, Jose Napoleon Duarte of the
Christian Democratic Party, lost
much support since his election
in 1984. "His party promised
much, but did not deliver," Salgado said.
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because the Salvadoran people
felt that they had no other
choice, she said. When a Los Angeles Times reporter interviewed
voters waiting in line, they could
not explain why they were voting
for ARENA, she noted.
"Many of them said they had
to vote for ARENA." But the
voters were not even able to
name the candidates of the party,
she said. ARENA won over 230
of the 260 municipalities.
Since the election, the Christian Democratic Party, which -has
been receiving over $1 million in
aid each day, has become fragmented and has steadily lost con-

trol of the country, Salgado said.
The United States will have
two priorities in dealing with the
ARENA party, Salgado said to attempt to reconstruct the
CDP and to negotiate with ARENA. The second task may be difficult since ARENA supports resurrection of the total war policy
to eradicate groups like the
FMLN, she said.
Whether Dukakis or Bush wins
the election will make no difference to the FMLN, Salgado said.
"Both candidates have affirmed
that they will continue aid to E1
Salvador," she noted.
Furthermore, the United States
does not care what type of government exists there just as long
as it is not the FMLN, Salgado
said.
"The more [the Salvadoran
government] represses, the more
we will struggle," Salgado
stressed.

that the students would do most
of the experimenting in their own
room with the kits, which will be
Professor Robert Silbey, co-chair
of the -working. group -'and 5.11
lecturer.- -:
Students in 5.11 will receive
lab kits and conduct experiments
in recitations. The experiments
will be discussed in lecture,
Silbey said.
The kits will contain packets of
chemicals such as hydrogen peroxide and sodium thiosulfate;
plastic cups and straws will be
substituted for glassware. Possible experiments include the
"Kitchen Clock Reaction," which
studies the kinetics of an oxidation reaction; the synthesis and
isomers of a transition metal
complex; blueprinting; determining the thermodynamic parameters of the solubility of calcium
iodate, and the "Adventure of the
Missing Precipitate," which examines linked equilibria, according to Marya Lieberman '89 who
designed the experiments with
Seth Brown '88.
"Chemistry doesn't happen on
paper, you have to be able to play
with things," Lieberman said.
"You have to be very creative in
designing labs, too. You have to
be able to make projects that are
both interesting and safe."
Most students at MIT are not
exposed to lab experience until
sophomore year. "It is very difficult to have lab space. It costs a
fortune. The brown bag projects
are a compromise between a fullfledged lab and not giving students any lab experience," Silbey
said.
Physics experiments planned
Professor John King, who
would teach the proposed version
of 8.02, gave it in trial form this
summer to 48 students attending
Project Interphase. Though the
course has not been formally approved for the spring term yet,
Morrison and King are "hopeful." Morrison said the idea for
the course was conceived about a
year ago.
King emphasized that the experimental projects would not be
what are usually called "labs" in
(Please turn to page 2)
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Freshman classes to include
new experimental offerings
volved in highly theoretical studies that, without the proper
balance, might lead them to disregard the value of reality.
"In 1935 MIT was a place with
anvils and a very hands-on approach," King noted. "I don't
think that's the right way to
teach, but now the approach is to
rely on software for everything,
say, to computerize a truck's
stops."
In doing so, however, "we' forget the most important thing is
the truck. You can't purely theorize," King said.
"One of the problems is that
students view theoreticians as
'white collar', while linking experimentalists with 'blue collar.'
The world is very intricate and
has a thousand little details that
nobody studies in class."

(Continuedfrom page 1)
supplied to all students. Bllt the
class might engage in some group
experimental experiences: King
described an incident from the
Interphase course in which students, each with a current meter,
linked together in a chain and
measured current being run
through themselves and their
classmates.
"We tried [with the Interphase
students] to have the experimental work lead the quest and understanding," said Phyllis Morrison, Professor Morrison's wife.
Both Morrisons have been involved loosely with the course.
"The thing that moved you onward in the course," she said,
"was the experiments."
King was concerned that students at MIT were getting in-
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· ~~The MIT J.V. soccer teamn played against Tufts in their home opener.
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MIT is a member of Campus
Compact, a national project for
public and community service
created by a coalition of college
and university presidents. Accordirng to Sorenson, MIT has
fallen behind many other Compact members in improving public service opportunities for
students.
Many other universities - including Yale, Cornell and
Georgetown -- have programs
which enable students to earn
money from college work-study
by participating in off-campus
public service. Also, central coordinating offices have already
been established in other Compact member schools.
_
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Reception - 6 pm

Dinner - 7 prn
at the Hyatt Regency, Cambridge
Members FREE, Guests, $12.00

Other colleges already involved
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Banquet
Friday, October 14

tivities which receive money from
the UA Finance Board. Last year,
FinBoard received only $67,300
for activities which originally requested a total of $212,701.10.

Association President Jonathan
Katz '90 believed that the public
service activities at MIT "need to
be coordinated," he also felt that
"questions need to raised as to
whether the money for the office
could be better used for other
programs which need funding."
Student activities may become
the victims a "zero-sum game,"
Katz said.
The "other programs" to
which Katz refers include the ac-

I

k

sponsored by Society of Women Engineers

I]

Office to coordinate public service efforts
(Continuedfrom page 10
obtaining funds for' employing
students in service-related jobs
and working with -academic departments to design service projects which would offer credit.
Sorenson believes that need for
academic credit and/or money
from time consuming activities,
like public service, are two major
problems preventing MIT students from becoming more
involved.
Even though Undergraduate
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o10th Annual
Career Fair and Banquet

James C. Chao
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Career Fair
Noon - 5 pm
Saturday, October 15
in the Sala de Puerto Rico,
C1,~tlgrn
s.
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Career Fair open
to all members of the MIT community
Banquet tickets on sale in Lobby 10
or call 253-2096.
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AND YOU
SIX MONTHS16r
STILL HAVEN'T EATEN
AT THE S&S ?
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TRANSLATORS WANTED
From or into:'
Arabic, Chinese, Dutch, French, German, Italian,
Japanese, Korean, Norwegian, Portuguese,
Russian, Spanish, Swedish, etc.

I
I

IMMEDIATE NEED for computer-oriented
translators from Japanese into English!
I

Must have BA/B$ (MAI/MS or Ph.D.
preferred)in your field of expertise:
Biology, chemistry, computers, electronics,
finance, law, medicine, pharmacology, physics,
telecommunications; aeronautical, civil,
mechanical or nuclear engineering.
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Transtek Assoclates, Inc.
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Restaurant
AGreat Find Since 1919.

P.O. Box 2126
Woburn, MIA 01888-0)226
Tel: (617) 944-1947
·'
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Call or Write:

L
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You'd probably be embarrassed to
know we're just around the corner in
Inman Square. We've been there since
1919-delighting smart diners with eves,thing from New York style deli sandwiches and buffalo-sized Buffalo Wings to
Baby Back Ribs and Swordfish Dijon.
Food and drink from all over the world
served inportions so generous, the
Boston Globe called them "Humongous".
All at very affordable prices. So why
not come to the S&S and take ina few
courses. And learn what great dining is
all about.

I
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Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner. Mon.-Sat. 7:00am-12:00prn, Sun. 8:00am-12:00pm. Inman Square, 1334 Cambridge St., Cambridge, 354-0777.
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UN peacekeeping forces
win Nobel Peace Prize

Baltirmore mayor urges
legalizing some drugs

The United Nations peacekeeping forces around the
world are the winners of the 1988 Nobel Peace Prize. The
Nobel committee praised the forces for building world
confidence in the United Nations by keeping a lid on tensions in Cyprus, the Middle East, and on the IndianPakistani border. The decision was seen by many as an
indirect award to UN Secretary-General Javier Perez de
Cuellar. Perez de Cuellar, who was ineligible for the
award since he was nominated after the Feb. 1 deadline,
mediated the cease-fire between Iran and Iraq and helped
in arranging the Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan.
The chairman of the Nobel committee in Oslo, Norway,
said President Reagan and Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev had been "seriously considered" for the prize. The
official indicated that the presidential election may have
been a factor in passing over the leaders who signed a
treaty to eliminate the superpowers' intermediate-range
nuclear missiles.

Baltimore Mayor Kurt Schmoke told a House panel
yesterday the United States would be better off it it legalized some drugs that are now illegal. He said the result
could be similar to the lifting of Prohibition. Schmoke
admitted there is a chance that more people could become
addicted, but he said the current system of drug prohibition has not stopped addiction, and has increased crime.
However, Rep. Charles Rangel (D-NY), the committee
chairman, opposed Schmoke's idea, which is considered
to have no chance in Congress.

Second child dies inr shooting
A second victim of a gunman's rampage at a South
Carolina elementary school has died of her wounds. Tequila Thomas was a third-grader at Oakland Elementary
School when James William Wilson allegedly opened fire
Monday, reportedly focusing on children who cried.

Both candidates on attack

One killed in hijacking

Tyson soap opera continues

A siege at Brazil's Santa Genoveva Airport ended last
night with the wounding of a hijacker. Officials said police shot and wounded the gunman as he tried to board a
getaway plane with a hostage. During the day-long ordeal,
the co-piIot of a jetliner - Vasp Flight 375 - was killed
and three other crew members were injured. The rest of
the passengers and crew have been freed unharmed. The
wounded suspect is described by authorities as mentally
disturbed. As they tell it, he was demanding to talk to
Brazilian President Jose Sarney about the country's economic problems.

The latest installment in the Mike Tyson soap opera
comes from his wife, actress Robin Givens. In a television
interview to be aired tonight on ABC's "20-20," Givens
said life with Tyson has been, in her words, "torture . . .
pure hell. . . worse than anything I can possibly imagine." With Tyson sitting by her side during part of the
interview, Givens described her husband as a manic depressive. In the same interview, Tyson said he loves his
wife, but would not stand in her way if she decided to
leave him.

On the campaign trail, both presidential candidates
praised America's triumphant return to space - then got
right back to the business at hand. Democrat Michael Dukakis, with actor Robert Redford at his side, denounced
George Bush's environmental record. Republican Bush
fired back with attacks on Dukakis' record on crime and
his plan to crack down on tax evaders.
The vice-presidential candidates have begun turning
their attention to next Wednesday's debate in Omaha.
Lloyd Bentsen is scheduled to return to Washington today
to begin boning up with top Democratic advisors. Rival
Dan Quayle will spend the weekend being tutored by Republican media consultant Roger Ailes.

By Leigh Rubirn
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South Korea leader tries to
calm anti-America tensions

Balmy Breezes

South Korea's president says the American and Korean
media must avoid provoking people in the two countries.
Rolh Tae-Woo's comments yesterday came after he was
briefed on growing anti-American sentiment in his country. Roh defended NBC, which has come under strong
criticism from South Koreans for its coverage of the
Olympics.

IS

If you disliked Thursday's chilly weather but
enjoyed the relatively warmer weather of earlier this
week, today and Saturday are for you. The high
pressure cell that provided the cool weather
yesterday is now offshore. With the high in this
position, air from the southern United States will
move into our area today and tomorrow. A cold
front will approach the area from the west Sunday,
likely triggering some showers. Enjoy Saturday if
you can, because significantly cooler weather is
anticipated by the middle of next week.

Ruiz-Conforto wins silver
American Tracy Ruiz-Conforto - the winner of the
gold four years ago in Los Angeles - finished second in
the solo synchronized swimming competition yesterday.
Ruiz-Conforto won the silver yesterday as Canada's Carolyn Waldo won the gold. Mikako Kotani of Japan was
third.
Free-style wrestler Barry Davis- the winner of the silver in Los Angeles in the 125-pound division - has been
eliminated from the competition in Seoul. The 27-year-old
from Cedar Rapids, IA, who finished second in last year's
world championships, was pinned in a third round match
by a Hungarian.
The Olympic dream of two-time Olympic decathlon
gold medalist Daley Thompson has ended. The British
star finished fourth in the event, which lasted until the
late hours of Friday in Seoul. The 30-year-old was attempting to become the first man to win three gold medals in the event.

"'Hmmm, empty bottle of prune juice.
Him go that way."
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Leases to suit your school year!

Cell for the FREE CIEE Student
Treavo CatalogI
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SEPTEMBER & OCTOBER '88

i 319 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.
FURNISHED STUDIOS
CAMBRIDGE
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CUTS, PERMS, ETC. MONDAY - WEDNESDAY
WITH THIS AD OR
MIT I.D. DURING

Ask for Roger

L

Taxe not itcluded.
m
Lnguasg
ALSO: Work-Study Abrad.
Courses. Int'l Student IO. Youth
Hostel Posses.
EUfRAIL Passes issued on the spot!

729 foylstan st.
Suite 201
CAMBRIDQE
1384 Maw Ave.
Suite 20

$13.00 Haircut

Call: Starship Trading Corp.
(6i7) 286-4i00
FAX (617) 289-4751
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We will corral the Prancing Horse
of your dreams.
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Friday: Partly to mostly sunny and milder. Winds
southwest 10 mph. High around 70°E
Friday Night: Partly cloudy and not as cold as
previous nights. Winds southwest 10-15 mph.
Low 58EF.
Saturday: Mostly sunny, breezy, and mild with
increasing clouds late in the day. Winds
southwest 10-15 mph. High near 80°E Low
60 "E
Sunday: Partly to mostly cloudy with showers
likely. Winds southwest 15-20 mph. High 7075 °E Low 55-60EF.
Forecast by Michael C. Morgan
Compiled by Niraj S. Desai
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takes-off safely

Late last night, the five astronauts aboard Discovery
were making preparations to release a communications
satellite into orbit. That was the main order of business
once the nation's ability to launch the space shuttle had
been reestablished after the Challenger disaster of 32
months ago.
For a few seconds, the nation had held its collective
breath as the shuttle, riding atop a 700-foot tail of rocket
flames, climbed toward the sky. Thousands of NASA
workers and sightseers cheered and wept at the sight. But
flight controllers at mission control simply stared intently
at their screens until Discovery safely separated from the
solid rocket boosters. Then, those at the controls broke
into applause.
It was a defective booster rocket that caused the Challenger explosion, 73 seconds into flight. The redesigned
and repeatedly tested boosters that powered yesterday's
launch appear to have performed well. But the recovered
rockets are to undergo intense examination once they are
towed to shore.

(2 blocks from MIT)

WALK TO CAMPUS
262-1771
266-7276
-~--1~,8~arnaBm~wss~sl~w~es~8.

497-1590
Appointments Preferred
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Neither candidate is forceful leader

-PP$P'
AK9,

DIPL(MAIT.~T

in other Western democracies or yet-to hear any credentials or
even in large companies are often even desires of Dukakis for fulhandled by separate persons. The filling the latter role of chairman
$01P~il
first of these roles is that of chief of the board. President Reagan
buadministrator of the national
was the epitome of the head of
reaucracy, the head of the govstate concept of the presidency.
ernment. Such a person is ultiIn a somewhat imperfect facsimimately in charge of all of the le of Reagan, Vice President
various programs administered
Bush is now seeking to become
by the federal government. In the heir to this chairmanship.
The mediocrity in the election
France, for instance, this falls in
SN~,?
the realm of the Prime Minister.
arises from the overt attempts by
-- tafiiba
The chief executive officer of a the candidates to cloak their own
---------------crr-·r---r
major corporation also carries
inadequacies with their oppothese responsibilities.
nent's shortcomings. Dukakis has
The other role of the president
neither the credentials nor the deis quite different; it is the role of portment required for the head
head of state. By head of state, I of state role, hence he attacks
do not wish to imply a mere fig- Bush's competence or managerial
urehead position such as the
style. Bush, on the other hand, is
Queen of England's, although it
no match for Dukakis in superinis important that the head of tendence. From this stems Bush's
To the Editor:
comes through dealing with the
state can fulfill this station. I barrages on Dukakis's ideology.
Three of your front page stofeelings, talking with others, askof
both
candidates
The
attacks
mean instead something more
ing for help with struggles in our
23]
appear
to
ries
today
[Sept.
have transformed the election
akin to the Presidency in France
of
lives.
I know that my son will
deal
with
related
aspects
me
to
into a bickering match worthy
or, even more appropriately, the
In
the
problem
addiction.
one
recover over again every
have
to
Chairman of the Board of a maonly of ill-behaved five-year-olds.
learned
through
past
year
I
have
his
life, but he has a good
day
of
the
AmeriUnfortunately
for
this
jor corporation. The task in
experience with my teenage son's life today because he has acceptcase is to issue the long range
can voters, neither of the two
candidates appears to be capable alcohol and drug use and, my ed that he has a problem. And I
goals of the nation and most imown involvement in AI-Anon that have accepted that I am a coportantly, to navigate the country
of simultaneously effectuating
troubled
waters
of
through the
the two disparate functions of the any substance, any behavior, any dependent and need to work on
world affairs.
Presidency, that of head of the relationship can be addictive. Al- my recovery, every day, as well.
It appears to me that Governor
government and of the head of cohol and drugs, obviously, are
This letter, is, in a way, to my
Dukakis is running for the first
state. But the good news for the addictive, as food and cigarettes
father, Richard Lawrence
voters is that the role which the can be; sex and aggressive behavof these roles, that of the chief
executive officer. He claims to
Governor is seeking can be, as ior, often in combination, can be Odiorne '36, editor of The Tech
in the thirties when he was a stuwant to be a "hands on" presiDukakis himself has shown, suc- addictive, as can worry or prowatching
TV;
and
crastination
or
dent at NIIT. He died at 49, leavdent, willing to micro-manage
cessfully relegated to the state
ing my mother, my brother age
the federal government. I have
level where the micro-manage- unhealthy relationships in which
other
gives
and
the
one
always
12, my sister 16, and me 21. He
mnent of social and domestic proonly
takes
can
be
addictive.
died
of a heart attack brought on
grams can be performed more efI
had
wanted
A
few
days
ago
smoking, and
by
over-work,
ficiently. The role of the clerk of
all socially acto
write
a
letter
protesting
MIT's
heavy
drinking
state needs and should be entirely
addictions
at the time. I
cepted
tolerance
of
some
drug
use,
as
if
subservient to the larger goals exthat
12-step
programs had
a
little
bit
of
marijuana
or
a
little
wish
pressed by the head of state. The
then as
as
widely
available
is
OK.
Now
I
been
bit
of
mushrooms
president, if he cannot be both
they are now and I urge student
the head of state and the head of want to write a front page article,
groups and administrators at
government, he should be the I want to stand in Lobby 7 and
Friday, September 30, 1988
Volume 108, Number 37
MIT to consider just how addicof
my
voice
scream
at
the
top
former because we already elect
tive our society is and how imbeing
a
little
bit
chemically
deChairman ............................................ Peter E. Dunn G
50 other men for the latter.
portant it is to treat the disease
pendent is like being a little bit
Editor in Chief ............................ Andrew L. Fish '89
a
graduate
student
K.J.
Saeger,
pregnant!
as well as the symptoms.
Business iManager ..................... Mark Kantrowit z '89
of
Aeronautics
in
the
Department
Eve Odiorne Sullivan
seem
to
come
All
addictions
Managing Editor.............................. Ezra Peisach '89
and Astronautics, is a columnist from an inability or a refusal to
Senior Editorial Asst.
for The Tech.
deal with feelings. Recovery
Department of Physics
News Editors ........................ .............. Darrel Tarasewicz '89
___
ml
Niraj S. Desai '90
Night Editor ..................................... Marie E. V. Coppola '90
Eduitorats,jOTarkdas such and printed in a distinctive format, are the ofEcia opinion of The
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Christopher J. Andrews '88
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o hat the newspaper.
not lec~a
Letter to:e.~iir tare welcome. They must be typeddouble spaced and addressed to The Tech,
NEWS STAFF
Cambrkge MA 02139, or by interdepartmental mail to Room W20-483.
PO Box ;9, tT ;Bacfi,
Associate News Editors: Annabelle Boyd '90, Seth Gordon '90,
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Letters/
Irene Kuo '90; Senior Writers: Mathews M. Cherian G, David P.
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given higheprioribi
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Raymie Stata '90, Jean Ihm '91, Christina Liu '91, Prabhat
Mehta '91, Gaurav Rewari '91, Morlie L. Wang '91, Wayne W.

Appropriately, the exercise last
Sunday which has been called a
political debate was staged at
"Wake" Forest. Expecting to see
the battle of two Titans, Vice
President Bush and Governor
Dukakis, one of whom will be
the next leader of the world's
largest democracy, I was greeted
instead with a display of Lilliputian thumb wrestling.
This spectacle combined the
drama of a Love Boat rerun with
the ideological insight of the National Enquirer. In fact, I am
sure that both candidates' legs
must have been shackled to prevent their simply floating away
due to an incredible lack of gravitas. Instead of the clarion call
of a new forceful 'eader, the candidates effused tle carrion of the
politics of pandering.
Yet, like tb: miserly farmer
who searched he pastures for the
quarter that his cow ate, I felt
compelled to sift through the
dung of Suaday's debate, hoping
to find a rlodicum of intelligent,
or at leawc original, thought. Although no significant thought
burst forth, the essence of the
mediocrities inherent in this
year's campaign were surely palpabl,.. The cause of this no-win
election lies in the dichotomy of
the American Presidency.
The President of the United
States is expected to serve two
vastly different roles, roles that
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Students should voate
in NIovember elections',
To the Editor:
Voting in the November local
elections is one of the many responses students can make to the
recently enacted lodging license
restrictions and graduate stipend
taxes. Lawmakers feel they have
no responsibility to a migratory
student population because a
large majority of students neither
registers nor votes. Hence, state
politicians find it very easy to
raise state revenue by taxing
graduate stipends. Local representatives from Boston's Back
Bay can make life difficult for
fraternities in Boston by allowing
the enactment of unreasonable
and discriminatory lodging license regulations. Actions such
as these will continue until students make them too costly for
politicians by voting them out of
office.
Students can be successful politically, as demonstrated by their
strength in the late '60s and early
'70s. Once aroused, students
have been able to lobby against
unfair legislation and to campaign for representatives sympathetic to their needs. Graduate
students should send spokesmen
to state hearings to communicate
their displeasure about stipend
taxes. All students can have an
impact on a state-wide level by
coordinating their actions with,
students from other universities.
Locally, representatives from
each fraternity must attend community meetings in the Back Bay.
Sending students to meetings and
hearings will allow them to be
aware of upcoming actions by
community organizations. Students can then develop a proactive response and form a united front.
Voting is a critical element in
achieving student goals. Elections
in the Back Bay have had a very
low voter turnout, with margins
of victory of less than a hundred.
For example, in the most recent
primary election, about 900 people voted. If all MIT students liv-

ing in the Back Bay registered
and voted, they could easily influence the outcome of local elections. By registering to vote, students send a message to their
representatives that they are a
viable force within the community.
The deadline for registering for
the November elections is October.ll1. Students living in Cambridge can register at Cambridge
City Hall. Boston residents can
register every night from 6 pm to
9 pm at the Fire Station (941
Boylston Street, across from the
Hines Auditorium.) There will
also be a special registration on
October 5 at Sigma Phi Epsilon
fraternity, 518 Beacon St., between 10 am and 4 pm. For more
information on voter registration
in Boston, call the Suffolk County Voter Registration at 725-4635.
Proof of permanent residence is
required.
Brian J. Lasher '89
Daniel W. Pugh '89
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2e A sore that does not
heal.

I

CnTulckemng or lump
mn breast or elsewhere.
0, IndigestLon or dafi culty in swallowing.
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Whle everone else has been squawing
about "leading edge tchnologies
one company has qetly beome the leade

] Change in bowel or
bladder habits.

3 Unusual bleeding or
discharge.

-- --- --------- --------1--'Isr
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Upywon'tl
read these
rsignals
Youprobablyave
the 8tI

-

I

I

6,Obvious change in
wart or mole.

7. Naggg cough or

Meet BBN. We've been quietly researching and developing advanced technologies since 1948. The result? A quiet revolution
in fields as diverse as artificial intelligence and expert systems, automated systems, wide-area communication networks,
speech and signal processing, parallel processing, underwater and architectural acoustics, computer graphics, simulation and
training systems, and more
How do we stay in the lead? Through the innovative work of 2900 bright and creative people worldwide, most of them
opportunities to make their mark on
scientists and engineers. We attract and motivate talented people by offering them
®
revolutionary technologies like the ButterflyMT parallel processor or the RS/I software package for scientific and
engineering research used in Project Athena. Or the next generation of telecommunications or computer imaging products.
Which leads us to you. If you are graduating with a degree in computer science, electrical or mechanical engineering,
physics or applied math, we'd like to introduce you to "The Leader" We'd like to give you the opportunity to share an
outstanding work environment with libraries; exercise facilities and advanced computer tools...with all the academic,
,inudsin your field and pt-'icivate in our
professional, and cultural resources of Cambridge close by. Join some of the top
continuing growth and achievement. Quietly.
To explore a promising future with BBN, see your Placement Office about our on-campus interview schedule. Or send your
resume to Ms. M. McQuillen, Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc., 10 Moulton Street, Cambridge, MA 02238.
We are an Equal Opportunity Employer.

I
I

hoarseness.

Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc.

8,A fear of cancer that
can prevent you from
detectin cancer at an
early stage. A stage
when it is highly curable. Everyone's afraid
of cantr, bu~ don't let
I it scare you to death.

I

BBN Communications Corporation * BBN Systems and Technologies Corporation
E BBN Software Products Corporation ® BBN Advanced Computers Inc
® BBN Manufacturing Corporation

We will be on campus October 14th.
I
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Cancer
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This space donated by The Tech
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You Have t re Answers.
act

The real-world problems of government, industry
merce demand Solutions. Quick, effective solutions.and comTASC
solutions.
For over two decades, TASC has applied innovative,
computerbased analytic methodologies to the understanding
mization of complex systems. We're committed and optiknowledge to work in unconventional ways. The to putting
are endless. And they depend on people like you.possibilities
with the independent thought and analytic abilities People
that
fostered at TASC a unique combination of advanced have
technology and problem-solving techniques.
Here, we offer a small-team environment, prnDect
foflovkvthrough, interdisciplinary contacts and in-house educational
opportunities. Our project diversity calls for flexibility,
objectivity, and the ability to expand your knowledge
in a variety of
ways to discover real answers to complex systems
problems.

Academically, 75% of our staff is at the MS
and PhD level.
And we provide them with superior technical
and administrative support and the latest computer hardware/software.
We use state-of-the-art methods from estimation,
control
and optimization theory to advanced modeling
and simulation
techniques - many of which were developed
at TASC. It's
a dynamic, challenging environment where the
individual
makes a difference. And we're located only
minutes from
the educational and cultural centers of Boston
and Washington
DC, with other locations throughout the country.
If you're receiving an MS or PhD in Electrical
neering, Systems Engineering or Comn uter EngiScipnile
(with emphasis on engineering. and scientific
application), the world could use the answers
you can provide through TASC.

I

.CS& will be interviewing on-camipus shortly.
See your College Placement Office for details.

TASK:
rHE ANAL YTIC SCIENCC

CORPORATION

55 Walkers Brook Drive
Reading, MA 01867
An Equal Opporunity Employer, M/F
U S

Cealzenshlp Required
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Motorola Microcomputer Division (MCD), the world's largest manufacturer of VME bus
products, offers the Computer Science graduate an opportunity to work in a creative,
action-oriented environment combining the latest state-of-the-art technologies in both
hardware and software applications and implementation engineering.

The Tech Performing Arts Series presents. ..
PRO ARTE CHAMBER ORCHESTRA

Software Engineering positions include a cross section of applications, development
and implementation responsibilities; education or experience in areas such as
advanced communications, MAP, RISC (Reduced irnstruction Set Computers) and
C programming in a UNIX operating system are desirable.

We have $14 tickets on sale at only $6 for Pro Arte's season opener, in
which Larry Hill will lead the orchestra in Bach's Suite No. I, Elgar'9s
Three Dances from "The Spanish Lady," Copland's Appalachian
Spring and Vivaldi's Bassoon Concerto, Op. 45, No. 8, "La notte."
Ronald -aroutunian will play solo bassoon.
Ideal concert for 21.60 assignment; perfect for an evening's idyllic
entertainment.
Sanders Theater, October 2 at 8 pm.

We'll be on campus
Tuesday, October 4th
If you are a Computer Science graduate
(BS, MS, PhD) and are interested in
becoming a Software Engineer with
Motorola MCD in Phoenix, Arizona,
please sign up to interview with us
during our upcoming campus visit.

MERCE CUNNINGHAM DANCE COMPANY
The Cunningham dance company appears in Boston for the first time
in more than a decade. MIT price: $8.
John Hancock Hall, October 7 at 8 pm.

ii

If unable to talk to us at this time,
write to: Manager, College Recruiting,
Motorola Microcomputer Division,
P.O. Box 20903, FPhoenix, AZ 850360903. Or call collect (602) 994-6394.
U.S. citizenship or Permanent Resident
Visa Status required. An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

Tickets are on sale at the Technology Community
Association, W20-450 in the Student Center. Office hours
posted on the door. Call x3-4885 for further information.
The Tech Performing Arts Series, a service for the entire
MIT community, from The Tech, MIT's student newspaper,
in conjunction with the Technology Community
Association, MIT's student community service organization.
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AT&T PRESENTS

i

FREE SNEAK PREVIEW

Classified Advertising in The Tech:
$5.00 per insertion for each 35
words or less. Must be prepaid,
with complete name, address, and
phone number. The Tech, W20483; or PO Box 29, MIT Branch,
Cambridge, MA 02139.

Itonly hurts vvwhen you

My High School Science Project
Interior Designer seeks student
with wit or technical skill to create
"Science Projects" as part of a
unique interior. Projects will be
used primarily as props but should
be instructional. $ $ Negotiable.
Call 1-508-657-5518 and ask for
Bruce.
Legal Problems? i am an experienced attorney and a graduate of
MIT who will work with you creatively to soive these problems, answer your legal questions and provide legal representation. My office
is conveniently located in downtown Boston just minutes from MIT
via the MBTA. Call Attorney Esther
J. Horwich at 523-1150.
Help Wanted: Host/Hostess parttime evenings $6/hr. La Groceria
Restaurant 876-4162.
Start-up seeks digital designer with
microcode, ASIC and microprocessor experience to build digital audio
tape recorder. Competitive salary,
generous equity position. Work
with MIT EE professor and graduate students. Call Philip at Isosonics Corporation, 662-8735.
EE undergrad wanted to build hardware/software for construction
automation company. Flexible
hours, negotiable pay. Use Lisp Machines to control lasers, bulldozers.
Fully equipped hardware lab. All
MIT staff. Leave message at 6653221.

SALLY FRELD

A/V Wiz wanted for unique multimedia project. Multi Image slides,
Super 8, 16 mm Film Loops, special effects. Artistic freedom, high
profile, flexible hours, great pay.
Call 1-508-657-5365.

PUNCH

The Tech Subscription Rates: $17
one year 3rd class mail ($32 two
years); $44 one year 1st class mail
($86 two years); $49 one year foreign; $8 one year MIT Mail (2 years
$15). The Tech, W20-483; or PO
Box 29, MIT Branch, Cambridge,
MA 02139. Prepayment required.
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FREE MOVIE POSTER

Brought to you
courtesy of

I

STUDENTS PRESENTING A COMPLETED SCREENING PASS AT THE DOOR OF THE THEATER WILL RECEIVE A FREE MOVIE POSTER.
(Poster quantities liritedl.)

PRESENTED BY
MIT LECTURE SERIES
This sace dolnated hu The Tech
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TUESDAY,9 OCTOBER 4
8:00PM/
ROOM 26-100
PASSES AKVAILABLE AT

AT&T

The right choice.

26-100 ROOM
7:00PM NIGHT OF SHOW
MIT/WELLESLEY ID
REQUIRED
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Rent PCs/Terminals for 8' months but
pay for 6 months in installments

Hurry! Linzited inverntory
*- Work in comfort of your home
I * Do your papers at your own
b

convnlience
* Various cost effective options to
enhance your productivety/grades
* You do not lose money when you
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rent with us - ask about our
purchase options

:

-* Ask about our lease to buy new
computer sales.
· PCs · XTs · ATs · VT100/220 terlinals · Printers ·

Modems · Maintenance free · Technical support Software support · Free consultation ·Stationaries +
supplies ·
THE TERMINAL EXCHIANGE INC.
171 AMORY ST. BROOKLINE, MA 02146

617-731-6319
i

FRED WARD KEANU REEVES BONNIE BEDELIA agd AMY MADGAN
ON4

iI
-Marshall Fine,
Gonnett Newspapers

I

"A CHARMlNG
OFF-BEAT COMEDY

I

markingthe deft

directoriardebut of
Ron Nyswaner,
a wryly
imaginative
talent.'

,i.

-Richeard Freedman,
Newhouse Newspapers

"AN EXCEPTIONAL
CAST...Keanuv Reeves
gives a winning
performonce, Bonnie
Bedelia is deliciously
feisty and Amy
Madigan Is
instantly likeable"

i
II
I
i
I
I
I
I

-Kathleen Carroll,
New York Daily News

"KEANU REEVES
IS EXPLOSIVE!"
'k , i~t\.

-Marcia Polly, Penthouse
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NEW LINE CINEMAA Presents -A Film By RON NYSWANER
I
:THE PRINCE OF PENNSYLsVAN!A"
I II
I Starring FRED WARD KEANU REEVES BONNIE BEDELIA and AMY MADIGAN
Production Designer TOBY CORBETT· Costume Designer CAROL WOOD
fI
Casting By ALAN AMTZIS oOriginal Music By THOMAS NEWVMAN
II
Director Of Photography FRANK PRINZI · Edited By WILLIAM SCHARF
Executive InCharge Of Production RACHEL TALALAY
Executive Producers ROBERT SiHAYE and SARA RISHER

i

Written and Directed By RON NYSWANER
Nly.-,,
I s
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STARTS TODAYII
EXC:LUSIVE ENGAGEMIENT

ICOPLEY PL
266 1300
- ---
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10:45-12:30.2:304:45-7:00-9:30
Fri/Sat 12:00 Mid.
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Software Development: Strong Lisp and expert systems background is
required. Engineering background, experience in C, and experience
with real-time operating systems is helpful.

Become a member of the MIT Bridge Club
which has a history of producing
National and World Bridge Champions

Documentation and Training: Strong technical writing and/or teaching
background is required. A computer science or engineering degree
is highly desirable. Candidates must be capable -of writing
impeccable English.

Everyone is welcome regardless
of playing ability.
Lessons will be given by
Life-Masters, the highest rank in Bridge.

Sales and Marketing: Experience in high-technology sales and/or
marketing as well as a working knowledge of expert systems and
excellent written and verbal communication skills are required.

-rr ,

"

s3

Customer Support: Candidates must have good interpersonal skills and
a strong industry background to help customers develop and
interface state-of-the-art expert system applications in the areas of
process control, telecornmmunications, manufacturing, flight
monitoring, robotics, and financial trading.

8

X@X@B~o~mA Qk~

~9

in Student Center (West Lounge)
Thursday.
in Student Center (Lobdell Meeting RM)
Saturdays

David Rho at 225-7522 or 621-0744
Bo-Yin Yang at 225-9865
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Gensym

(617) 547-9606
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Contact:Andreas Hofmann
Gensym Corporation
125 CambridgePark Dr
Cambridge, MA 02140

7:00-PM for lessons
7:30 PM game time

--
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Full-time Employment Opportunities

Bridge Club
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Gensym provides a unique opportunity for challenging, creative, exciting
work as well as for sharing in the growth of a young company.

I

at the

I

I_

1

Play Bridge
MITI

rr~

Our modern offices are conveniently located in Cabrnidy rear tire
intersection of Routes 2, 3, and 16, and only steps away from the Alewife
"T" rapid transit line.

a-A

.

F-

Gensym is developing real time expert systems for on-line, intelligent
monitoring and control of large, complex systems. The founders are a
team of professionals with extensive experience in Lisp, Artificial
Intelligence, User Interface, and Process Control technologies, a strong
product orientation, and extensive experience in sales, marketing, and
support of real-time expert systems.

Wide Selection ® Convenient Location
Cambridge Rug Co.
1157 Cambridge St.

._,

Join the Leaders
in Real-Time Expert Systems

i

Top Quality Remnants and Room-Size
Rugs at Low, Low Prices
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The T7 Business Edge

Unique Power Touch display
with touch-sensitive panels:

, two br finandcial, two or
I

Ix~ograimmed
fincions in ail.

3

~I

Get the '"Edge"in your

finance and statistics
courses with TI's new
B ines Edge.
If you're planning a career in
business, the first order of business
is to get the right tool for the job
you have right now-school.

__L

.|

That's why you need the new TI
Business Edge calculator. It
features a unique Power TouchlM
display panel with five display
screens that are preprogrammed to
solve 20 of the most essential
financial and statistical problems.
Just touch the screen to enter and
store information.

Solves for such financial results
as present and future values, annuities, amortization, and interest
conversions. Performs one and
two-variable statistics.
Want to get an edge in business?
Get an edge in school first, with
help from the TI Business Edge.

TI
TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS
':TrademarK
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Texas Instrumnent, IncorFrxrated 'D1988 TI
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I sports
Women's tennis loses
to Wellesley College
(Continuedfrom page 12)
her match against Tan, winning
6-1, 6-0.
Ananthakrishnan lost to Goldberg in the second singles match,
6-2, 7-5, despite playing what
Royer called a "great second set."
Playing in the third singles
slot, Alvord dropped a 7-5, 64
match to Wilson. Alvord battled
back from a 5-2 deficit in the
first set before finally losing.
Wellesley's Reardon needed an
8-6 tiebreaker win to defeat
Gioannetti, 6-1, 7-6 in the fourth
singles match.
The final two matches saw
Martha Cohen top Chinn, 6-2, 61, and Mindy Fountain defeat
Gupta, 6-1, 6-2.
Wellesley, perennially strong in

the New England Women's Eight
Conference, is one of the best
teams in New England this year,
Royer said.

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

The Engineers rebounded from
tne loss last 'nig.t,iiave.ing to
Clark University and returning
with a 6-3 victory. Ananthakrishnan, Alvord, Gioannetti, and
Chinn won the first four singles
matches for MIT, then paired up
and took the top two doubles.
Tan took the night off.
The team's next meet is at
Mount Holyoke College tomorrow, and their next home match
is Tuesday against Brandeis University at 3:30 prm.

Drop by any
Sunday, Monday,
Wednesday or
Thursday night.

DOONESBURY. COPYRIGHT 1986 (1987)

G. 8. Trudeau. Reprinted with permission of Universal Press Syndicate. Al rights reserved.

THE CANDIDATES AND FAMILY ISSUES

How will George Bush or Michael Dukakis address issues of child care, education,
health care and employment?
eRESEaTEERS' MICHAEL DUFFY, Communications Director, Massachusetts
Republican State Committee
JANICE THURMOND, Deputy Issues Director, Dukakis Campaign
MODERATOR:
MARY P. ROWE, Special Assistant to the President and
Adjunct Professor of Management
Monday
October 3 12:00 - 1:00prn
Bush Room 10-105
Sponsored by the Child Care Office and Women's Forum

.
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Classified Advertising in The Tech:
$5.00 per insertion for each 35
words or less. Must be prepaid,
with complete name, address, and
phone number. The Tech, W20483: or PO Box 29, MIT Branch,
Cambridge, MA 02139.
Work in Watertown

Part-time secretary, administrative
duties. Flexible hours. Call 9261924 for details.
Macs, Macs, and More Macs
If you're looking to sell your Macintosh or you need to buy one,look
no farther. Desk Top Performance
buys and sells used Macs, hard
disks, memory upgrades and peripherals. Desk Top Performance
guarantees competitive prices and
quality service.
Call 617-247-2470
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The Zenith Data Systems
Z-248/12 Workstation

9

Model 40: 40MB Hard Disk &

3.5" 1.44MB Floppy

Suggested retail price: $4,799

SPECIAL STUDENT PRICE*: $2.599

HIRING! Federal government jobs in
your area and overseas. Many immediate openings without waiting
list or test, $15-68,000. Phone call
refundable. (602) 838-8885. Ext.
4058.

Model 160: 160MB Hard Disk

& 3.5" 1.44MB Floppy
with EGA+ Video Card
,%wdxmo,

COMPUTER SCIENCE STUDENTS
Start-up A. I. Company looking for
a part-time database guru and
wizz-bang programmer. Must be
highly productive and experienced
in Lightspeed/C on the Apple Macintosh. Particular areas of expertise
required are: relational data base
methods, referencing-rate optimization techniques, and data description language development. Knowledge of "Inside/Out" would be
helpful. Pay is $15/hour with hours
accommodated to your schedule.
Equity participation and full-time
employment upon graduation are
possible dependent upon performance. Send resume along with
current particulars (includirng computer owned, hours per week available, and accomplishments) to:
President
Occam Research Corp.
P. O. Box 82-271
Weltesley, MA 02181

Suggested retail price: $6,799
SPECIAL STUDENT PRICE*: $3.699
.- - - -

ZENITH INNOVATESAAIN
WITH THE NEW Z-248/12 WOIRKSTATION
TO GIVE YOU THE MAXIMUM IN286 SPEED AND POWER!
Power-up your grades with the ultimate in 286 desktop
performance. Just get the lightning-fast, 12MHzZ.248/12
Workstation from Zenith Data Systems-- the leading supplier
of high-speed AT compatibles.*
What makes the Zenith Data Systems Z-248/12 soamazing is
its ability to support thousands ofAT peripheral cards while
maintaining zero wait-state performance in the memory
architecture. That means you can take advantage of a vast
selection of AT capabilities at speeds faster than that of
comparable systems.
Plus, the -248/12 lets you run a host of new MS-OS/2R-based
applications. So you can harness the technology of tomorrow

Students, Store Your Stuff at
Middledale Self Storage Co., 120
Tremont St., Everett, INItA, 3c895550. Hours 9 - 5, Mon. - Sat.
Store: Trunks, cycles, clothes,
books, stuff. Inside storage as low
as $30 per month. Moving services
available.

with
ha AT nnwer
.........- --- ..-- -- of t
-

soyou can keep pace withyour future career. Standard IMB RAM
-expandable to 6MB withoutusingan expansion slot. And a wide
variety of models to match your requirements exactly. From a
40MB hard disk version... all the way up to a 160MB hard disk
model. To tackle computer science, engineering, research, math,
MBA work or Teaching Assistant duties.
Plus, every hard disk model comes standard with Zenith's
powerful Z-449 video card ... to give you a wide spectrum of highresolution graphics. including compatibility with Hercules, CGA,
EGA, MDAand the 640 x 420 16-color mode of VGA video generated
by IBM's new PS/2 ®computers.
So revyour studies up to maximum performance! Get the new
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classes. No wonder it's today ' leaderin MSOS/ 2performance.
The 2-248/12 also comes fully loaded with four expansion slots
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THE Z-248/12 IS NOWAVAIABLE AT YOUR NEARBY
ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS CAM PUS CONTACT:

Help Wanted
Part-time, full time cashiers, stockers, general help. Flexible hours,
good working environment. Contact Brenda at Erewhon Natural
Foods, 1731 Mass. Ave., Cambridge, 492-2599.

My Type, Inc. - 1075 Mass. Ave., Camb.
(between Bowl+Board and Dolphin Seafood)

661-TYPE 9-5 Mon.-Sat.

Other typesetting at Comparable Rates
Over 50 typefaces - No minimum
.

ri

Sylvia Barrett
CESS Computers
One Kendall Square
Cambridge, MA 02139
(617) 494-4770

WHY PAY $65?
RESUMES $30 TYPESET
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from college to career with a true innovator!

data

slystemwlas

THE QUAUTY GOES INBEFORE THE NAME GOES ON'
'Source: fInfocorp. 3i29/88.
' Monitor not included in price.
MS--S/2 is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corp. PS/2 (Personal

System/2) isa registered trademark of IBM Corp.

Special pricing offer good only on purchases through Zenith Contact(s)
listed above by students, facultyand staff for their own use. No other
discounts apply. Limit one personal computer and one monitor per individual
in any 12-month period. Prices subject tochange without notice.
D 1988, Zenith Data Systems

Form No. 1375-588
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Womren's volleyball tops
Tufts, Mount Holyoke
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SENIOR ARCHITEGT/DEVELOPER DATABASE TECHNOLOGY
Wiii be a Key. participant in the strategic planning, architecture and
implementation of our database and systems development. Will involve work in
our distributed relational and network database environment for graphic-intensive
publishing.
B.S./M.S. in Computer Science or a related discipline, 8-12 years of experience in
computer systems development, 4+- years of experience in database and systems
engineering and 4+ years of technical leadership are required.

SENIOR ARCHITECT/DEVELOPER IMAGING
Will participate in the development and architectural improvement of our imaging
subsystem which spans all our product lines. Develop new functionality, increase
imaging capacity, modular scanned imaging architecture and bug fixes in existing
software.
B.S./M.S. in Computer Science or a related discipline, 8-12 years experience in
computer systems development, 4+ years experience in imaging editing or graphic
workstations, image processing or typesetting systems are required. An excellent
knowledge of C or UNIX are necessary. Knowledge of DOS and/or the Macintosh is an
asset.

-

ENGINEERING JOBS
Harevard-Epworth
Don't send blind
United Methodist
resumes! Use our weekly
Church
listing of the best
1555 Massachusetts Ave.
opportunities nation-wide.
I
opposite Camnbridge Common
$14/12 issues. JOBNET,
POB 12817, Lake Park,
Sunday Worship: 9 and 11am
FL 33403. Specify ME,
Undergrad Forum: 5:30 PM
CE, or EE majors.
- ---

M

CAMEX is the acknowledged industry leader in meeting the demanding requirements
of graphic intensive publishing applications. Our electronic publishing systems are in
use around the world by newspapers,- commercial printers, corporations and
government agencies. We have grown fast by picking tough challenges and meeting
them. If you thrive in a challenging environment, and want to be part of a growing
company in a newly emerging industry, we want to hear from you.

The Tech News Hotline: 253a1541
.
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BETTER CONCEPT

had some unorthodox hits to get
points which riled them up and
got our team hyped up too. We
had to calm down and get back
to playing."
After a time-out, MIT came
back and Warpinski served seven
straight points, making it 8-6.
Consistent play from Julie Wissink '90 and Hendrick was also a
key factor in the comeback.
Tufts tried to regain the lead,
and although they managed some
long volleys and many side outs,
they were unable to come back.
The set and game ended with a
set from Lowenstein to a spike
by Warpinski who put it out of
reach into the back right court.

_I.s,
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(Continued from page 12)
spike from Gardner. Tufts called
a time-out to reorganize, and
came back 9-5. Heated battles
followed, as both teams made
great plays. The Engineers' consistency made the difference,
with Lowenstein digging the ball,
aoften diving to get it, Harris and
Koyama setting and Warpinski,
Gardner, and Cindy Parrish '92
spiking.
After a two minute break,
Tufts came out for the second set
hyped and determined. They
took the lead 6-1. "They have
two great hitters, a lot of energy,
and are up to play us since we're
undefeated," said Altman. "They

30, 1988

QUALITY ASSURANCE SPECIALIST
Under the supervision of the QA manager, you will write and execute testplans in
all aspects of newspaper publishing software. Platforms include Sun and
proprietary hardware. Additional duties will be analysis and reporting of bugs,
loading new software, configuring input and output devices.
A minimum of two years of software quality assurance experience is required.
Knowledge of UNIX, C and either the graphic arts or publishing industry is preferred.
A B.S. degree or the equivalent is desired.
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If you are interested in applying for these positions, please send your resume to Carolyn
White-Krueger, Malnager, Human Resources, Camex Inc., 75 Kneeland Street, Boston, MA
02111.
M/F, E.O.E.
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Learn about the outstanding opportunities at
(GTlE for people fwith varied backgrounds and
degrees, before you interviews, by attending

Now MIT students and employees can enjoy
more of the best food in Cambridge for less. Just
come into Milik Street Cafe as often as you like,
show us your I.D. and we'll give you 15% off
everything you order, breakfast or lunch.
Hearty soups and entrees, homemade quiches,
breads and desserts. Not to mention fresh :.
salads, sandwiches and fresh squeezed juiN-all at 15% off. It's as simple and delicious as that.
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with our recruiters. Ask questions. Find out about
the enormous scope of our operations, and the
challenging technical and business careers in
electronics and telecommunications that GTE
has to offer.
I.,

MAlik Street Cafe
A
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All Students Welcome!

;,

RESTAURANT + CATERING COMPANY

1()1Main Street Kendall Sauare 12blocks from Kendall T-foot of Longfellow Brldgei
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Unileybiall re nains unete

By Marcia A. Smith
The women's volleyball team
preserved its undefeated record
Tuesday night after taking on
Mount Holyoke College and
Tufts University. The Engineers
defeated both of their latest victims in straight sets, improving
their record to 2-0 in the New
England Women's Eight Conference and 10-0 overall.
MIT faced conference opnnonent Mount Holyoke first, and

quickly defeated them in three
sets, 15-2, 15-4, and 15-4. "Holyoke is a short team and doesn't
have a tough offense," coach
Karyn Altman commented.
MIT started out tough, with
aces from Nyla Hendrick '92 and
Jenny Harris '90. Holyoke had a
lot of trouble returning the ball,
often failing to set up spikes and
feeding MIT free balls. "We had
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Women's Volleyball
9127 MIT 3 (15-2,15-4,15-4). . Mt. Holyoke O
MIT 2 i15-10,15-9) ..........
Tufts O
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pretty good," said co-captain Cecilia Warpinski '90. The Engineers, especially Susie Gardner
'92, also got a lot of practice
a lot of practirce n our fre bhall
spiking.
passing, and we've got it down
In the second set, Holyoke improved a little, giving longer volleys, but still couldn't match
MIT's height and power. Harris
set to Gardner, who spiked it to
the middle of the court for the
first point of the game. Harris
and co-captain Karen Koyarna
'89 took turns setting up Gardner, Warpinski and Teri Lowenstein '89. Warpinski and Lowenstein closed up the game with two
straight cross-court spikes, followed by a tip over the block by
Gardner. "Holyoke was just too
short to block the ball effectively," Lowenstein said.
In the last set, MIT showed no
mercy as Harris started out with
killer serves that Holyoke
couldn't return. MIT also had
strong play from Debbie Nungester '90 who consistently blocked
Holyoke's spikes and was available for both offense and defense. "We made them play at
our pace, not theirs," Warpinski
said. Playing down to another
team's level is a thing of the past,
Lowenstein added.
In the second match of the
night, MIT played a tougher
Tufts team, but still won in
Ray PowellIThe Tech straight sets, 15-10, 15-9. The
Nyla Hendrick '92 returns a volley against Mount Holyoke match was only two out of three
in Tuesday's double-header. MIT swept both games and ex- sets because previously undefeattended its undefeated streak to 10 games.
ed Tufts was a non-conference
opponent.
Once again the Engineers
pulled ahead from the start with
tough serves by Harris. They
took nine unanswered points, including one on a deep cross-court
(Please turn to page 11)

Ognen J. Nastov/The Tech

Jess Gaspar '90 leaps to avoid a Babson defernder.
NMtT lost the game 1-0.
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Wellesley hands tennis
team first loss of season
By David Rothstein
A powerful Wellesley College
squad proved too much for the
women's tennis team, handing
Tech its first loss of the season
Tuesday at MIT. The 8-1 loss
dropped the team's record to 4-1.
A combination of strength in
the first singles position and
depth allowed Wellesley the lopsided win, although several sets
were close, particularly in the
three doubles matches.

Women's Tennis
9/27
9129

Wllesley College 8 .........
IT 1
MIT 6 ...........
Clark University 3

MIT's only win came in the
third doubles slot, as Catherine
Gioannetti '90 and Amita Gupta
'91 paired to defeat Ginger Wilson and Dawn Mandeville, 6-4,
6-3. The win came on aggressive

play by Gioannetti and Gupta as
the two were able to overpower
their counterparts.
In the first doubles match,
Dherra Ananthakrishnan '90 and
Christina Alvord '89 lost to Martha Goldberg and Mindy Fountain, 7-5, 6-3, while in the second
doubles match, Fiona Tan '91
and Stacey Chinn '89 dropped a
tough 4-6, 6-3, 7-6 (7-5) decision
to Karyn Cooper and Eileen
Reardon.
Engineer coach Candy Royer
said that her team was clearly
more competitive in the doubles
matches than in the singles, noting that her players have played
together longer than the Wellesley
players.
Wellesley had a big advantage
in the first singles slot in the
form of Cooper, a transfer from
Division I school San Diego State
College. Cooper breezed through
(Please turn to page 10)
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"THE DASE CO-OP PROGRAM ISLIKE
- a COURSE INREAL LIFE"
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big thing it offers is experience and that's what companies look for.

There are things I've learned on the job that I couldn't learn in school.s

!!

The Department of Army Scientific 'nd Engineerincr (DASE
I Co-on PrIn.mprovides ROTC students the opportunity to work ina Departeent of the Army
facility while still in college. Each is paid while getting practical work experience
in a high-tech facility. Selected students also receive up to $5,000 tuition assistance
per year and the opportunity for continued employment after graduation

A

Tb be eligible, you must be a freshman in a baccalaureate program leading
a degree in science or engineering. For more information on application pro- to
cedures, contact the Ctainnan of the Co-op Department, or the Professor of
Military Science.
Students are selected on a competitive basis.

ARKMY ROTC
Find out more. Contact: Professor

Find out
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TIE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
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